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Abstract—Family resilience is influenced by aspects of managing the problem and its resources so that a prosperous family is formed. Handling problems in families with child care indicated by ADHD will be different from each other in view of the diversity of the gods they experience. (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) research methods using qualitative phenomenology. The results of his research are that children with ADHD need to be accompanied by a therapist in their handling, doing a lot of meaningful activities with the family such as listening to stories to finish, until it is possible to do a cultural diet for motor activities. Good family endurance will reduce the indications of ADHD disorders in children.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ADHD or Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder is a disorder of concentration and hyperactivity. International studies cite prevalence rates ranging from 5% to 7% in the school-age population [1]. That is, in a child with ADHD, there is a developmental disorder in increasing motor activity that causes unusual or excessive activity. There are also those who call ADHD behavior disorder, based on the number of movements produced without knowing the place and purpose or rising emotions (impulsivity), [2]. Proper family parenting will reduce the level of impulsivity. Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder including developmental disorders with a prevalence of 6-9% [3,4] attacking children with irritability cannot sit quietly easily with children who attack children [5,6].

While current treatments improve ADHD symptoms in some children [7], symptoms often continue into adulthood. ADHD in children generally indicates poor long-term outcomes, including lower educational and work performance, unstable relationships, detention, and ongoing psychiatric problems [8-10]. Pharmacological effects are associated with side effects, and possible long-term health risks [11], a trend toward research [12], nutrition-based care.

Pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions can help reduce the symptoms of ADHD, but some sufferers of ADHD functional disorders that negatively affect life with family [13]. Results of the study say 30% of children / adolescents with ADHD fail to treat medication with a single stimulant and 10% do not respond any stimulant [14].

In children with ADHD disorders, irregular emotions are characteristics that are easily recognized as an indication of the disorder [15]. Generally, parents who have children with ADHD disorders only realize after primary school age that ADHD children will have difficulty focusing attention and listening to the direction of their instructors, this behavior will affect student achievement. Without proper treatment, ADHD can have serious consequences such as underachievement, failure at school or work, difficult relationships or social interactions, severe insecurity, and also chronic depression [16].

II. METHOD

The research method uses qualitative with inductive analysis. Where the research process of the hypothesis of some theories about ADHD De Clercq's theory based on its terminology, divided into 2 groups.

First with the terms "Minimal Brain Damage" and "Minimal Brain Disfunction", reflecting ideas about assumptions about the causes of the disorder, and second, with terms such as "Hyperkinetic Reactions of Childhood", "Hyperkinetic Child Syndrome", and "Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder". According to De Clerq, there are several historical developments in the emergence of ADHD, including: 1. In 1930 to 1960, this disorder was known by the public with the term Minimal Brain Damage.

This term refers to brain damage. The explanation, some children with problems of hyperactivity, attention, and concentration show brain injury through an abnormal inability to focus attention, anxiety, and anxiety ".[17] based on the theoretical characteristics of some figures regarding children with ADHD disorders, in-depth research was conducted on 10 families who have children with ADHD disorders aged 2 to 12 years.

Respondents were children who had ADHD disorders with 7 children who had obtained medical attention and 3 who did not receive medical treatment. Furthermore, the authors conducted data analysis using the triangulation method, namely, surveys, interviews and medadal observations. At the survey stage, 10 respondents from provinces in Indonesia were determined to have children with ADHD disorders and then conducted interviews with families with children with ADHD disorders and did direct observations to children with ADHD disorders, including how families deal with children with ADHD disorders.

The data taken is then drawn conclusions of the characteristics that occur in the community of children with ADHD disorders with the characteristics of the opinions expressed by the opinion that states children with ADHD disorders.

III. RESULT

A. Expert Opinions about the characteristics of ADHD Children

1. According to Russell Barkley ADHD is a hallmark...
a. Not able to withstand interference: pay less attention
b. Not able to control thinking: Impulsive
c. Not able to control actions such as interference or Hyperactive thoughts.
2. According to Lovecky described ADHD as a disorder that can be detected before a 7-year-old child, but in practice many people do not diagnose this until they grow older. ADHD is divided into 3 subtypes; predominant type of inattention, hyperactive / impulsive predominant type, and combination type characterized by lack of attention and high-level hyperactivity-impulsivity.
3. According to Ferdinant, ADHD disorder is a child with various limitations and has behavioral, social, cognitive, academic, and emotional problems, and experiences obstacles in actualizing his intelligence potential. From the characteristics stated by the authors explore through inductive qualitative research in which 10 respondents with various backgrounds and analyzed through interviews and direct observation obtained the following data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperactive</th>
<th>Impulsive</th>
<th>Intense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Could not sit quietly.</td>
<td>Strong-willed.</td>
<td>Not meticulous or careless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running or climbing without a purpose and a clear reason and not in place</td>
<td>Problem with regulation or rules</td>
<td>Often miss or lose things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always moving wherever and whenever.</td>
<td>Trouble with delaying the turn (waiting in line)</td>
<td>Does not like tasks related to high concentration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fussy</td>
<td>Impatient.</td>
<td>Does not like tasks related to high concentration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Often interrupting other people's conversation</td>
<td>Often do no listen when spoken to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Act without thinging about the risks and effects that will befall him or others. For example, hitting or kicking just because of a small problem</td>
<td>Lack of eye contact (not staring at interlocutors)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 1 this study the results obtained that 7 families who have received medical treatment and therapy according to the advice of their medical team from adapted advice for children ADHD have a tendency to decrease the level of hyperactivity and its level of regulation. Some children who get behavioral therapy, food diet or occupational therapy can control themselves in the classroom during lessons. Can focus attention within 30 minutes on the teacher's lecture in the classroom. Hyperactivity, Impulsiveness and intensity characteristics are reduced when the family implements the therapeutic discipline for children with ADHD disorders while for families without medical attention the intensity of attention disorders often occurs when the child is positioned uncomfortable.

3. Speech Therapy has a function to train ADHD children to decrease attention disorders.
Therapy carried out by 7 children who have ADHD who have been diagnosed and given treatment by the therapist experienced significant changes ranging from adding vocabulary, willing to obey the rules, not playing according to his wishes to be more focused with his opponent. However, for 3 children who did not receive therapeutic treatment and were treated with the same treatment as other normal children, they had problems with the rules, could not concentrate for a long time and could not limit their activities even though their body was tired, this was dangerous for children who had ADHD disorders because the body was there time for a break.

IV. CONCLUSION

The results of his research are that children with ADHD need to be accompanied by a therapist in their handling, doing a lot of meaningful activities with the family such as listening to stories to finish, until it is possible to do a cultural diet for motor activities. Good family endurance will reduce the indications of ADHD disorders in children.

Therapy carried out by 7 children who have ADHD who have been diagnosed and given treatment by the therapist experienced significant changes ranging from adding vocabulary, willing to obey the rules, not playing according to his wishes to be more focused with his opponent. However, for 3 children who did not receive therapeutic treatment and were treated with the same treatment as other normal children, they had problems with the rules, could not concentrate for a long time and could not limit their activities even though their body was tired, this was dangerous for children who had ADHD disorders because the body was there time for a break.
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